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Abstract
The World Economic Forum has defined Personal Data as a new asset class, placing it at the heart
of the Data Economy and putting its value at €1tn by 2020 in Europe alone. Changes in social
attitude and law highlight personal data’s increasing power, sensitivity and need for ethical
handling if it is to bring value as opposed to harm to people around the world. Recent advances in
crypto currencies have begun to address fundamental social issues not only around the creation
and distribution of money but also around privacy and consent in a world of increasing financial
and commercial surveillance. Though the crypto economy is rarely appraised from the perspective
of the privacy, consent and control rights soon to be accorded to European citizens by GDPR and
PSD2 legislation, the correlation between the underlying principles these new laws seek to enable
and the underlying principles of the crypto movement are evident if explored in any depth.
Current personal data solutions fail to address the three main challenges of the Data Economy: 1)
how to create a standardized, universal unit of trade for personal data marketplaces, 2) how to
convert data into a tangible asset which people can own and use in a simple, meaningful and
universally consistent manner and 3) how to enable interactions to transition from anonymized
to identified engagements that allow the full value of personal data to be realized in an ethical,
private by design and citizen-controlled way. Without solutions to these challenges the Data
Economy and Crypto Economy may not be fully realized. If data is the oil of the twenty first
century and the most valuable resource of the Data Economy, then the world is in need of an
‘Ethical Data’ framework enabling its value to be universally quantified and sustainably realized.
TheInternet.Foundation (the IF) aims to introduce this framework through the metaMe project
and it’s metaPod information management protocol. metaPods (mPods) use recent developments
in cryptography and distributed ledger technologies to transform the nature of information in the
data economy and turn it into an asset that can be owned and put to intelligent use dynamically.
mPods are Smart Assets™ – a new convergence of Smart Contracts and Digital Assets. They use
AI and machine learning to enable granular and precise quanta of data to be isolated and
encrypted based on an entity’s intent. mPods can be owned, shared and traded; anonymously,
pseudonymously or identifiably as well as contextually and privately in exchange for metaKoins
- the protocol’s token. mPods not only enable a comprehensive ecosystem of rich personal data
driven DApps and services to flourish they also provide the basis for a new model of personalized,
decentralized AI. metaMe’s ultimate goal is to become the most trusted and popular personal data
wallet and personal AI DApp – the Human Interface of the Data Economy.
As Smart Assets™, mPods create a new class of intelligent non-fungible asset that is not only
programmable and capable of automating complex behavior across intricate networks but that
also provide a novel and vital solution to the quest for blockchain interoperability. mPods embed
immutable, universal programmability directly into crypto assets enabling asset interoperability
between blockchains while maintaining blockchain specificity and diversity. Furthermore, mPods
are complex, multifaceted information assets that are designed to evolve and eventually be
represented as qubits in quantum computing systems, setting them up for both the next generation
of the internet and the next generation of computing.
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metaMe provides an alternative to the advertising led internet model of surveillance capitalism
built on mutually beneficial and equitable, data trading. Its marketplace, metaMart is
underpinned by the Ethical Data Standard, an ISO framework for the sustainable use of data in
commerce being developed by TheInternet.Foundation in partnership with the British Standards
Institute. The standard is predicated on the principles of personal data as personal property and
self-sovereign data ownership. It is being codified as an open source protocol for creating and
consuming mPods, comparable to ERC20 for crypto-currencies.
All marketplaces that achieve scale operate on the basis of having standardized universal units of
trade. Ounces of gold, barrels of petroleum, kilowatt hours of electricity, shares of equity, etc. all
represent universal units of trade for their respective marketplaces. Yet for personal data no such
unit exists, posing a significant challenge to many proposed data marketplaces. mPods address
this problem by introducing a universal standardized unit of trade for personal data that is both
robust and flexible enough to accommodate all forms of personal data trading.
metaMe is the world’s first crypto complete wallet – i.e. a wallet for crypto currency and crypto
data assets. It is also the world’s first universal personal data marketplace – i.e. a marketplace
with a universal unit of account for personal data. It is also the first marketplace to be built on the
IF’s Clean Data Charter, which also underpins the pending ISO Ethical Data Standard.
A metaMe prototype has been built and tested in a pilot programme with early adopter video
gamers in partnership with one of the global card payment schemes. An alpha product will be
released to a closed community in May 2018 coinciding with the GDPR’s coming into force.
The Crypto Economy may evolve to eventually lead the Data Economy with a combination of
fungible and non-fungible assets. Crypto currencies epitomize fungible crypto assets and mPods
create an equivalent non-fungible asset class for data. Together, they complete the CryptoEconomy positioning it for sustainable expansion and growth.
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1. The Problem
1.1 Identity and Surveillance Capitalism

Your financial identity is the backbone of your digital identity. It is also the
cornerstone of surveillance capitalism.

Contemporary citizenship requires us to have credit scores and credit profiles that serve as unique
identifiers used to track our financial behaviour. Though most people accept these as necessities of
modern living few realize that they are in fact recent creations. Credit profiles were created in the
mid nineteenth century to assess the credit worthiness of businesses. Credit scoring agencies like
Equifax, soon realized that social security numbers could be used to assign financial identities to all
citizens and to monitor and sell their financial behaviour to third parties at great profit. Despite
attempts at regulatory intervention and public protest at its threat to society, Equifax launched a
program to computerize the financial surveillance of citizens in 1968 beginning the era of
surveillance capitalism. Fifty years later, the 2017 Equifax hack exposed half of the US’ population
to potential identity crime for the rest of their lives and the foreseeable future even beyond death.

1.2 You Do Not Own Your Identity or Data

Those who created it seek to profit from it and have no obligation to protect you
from manipulation or crime.

Your financial identity does not belong to you. It was created to track and measure you and you have
little control over how it is used to assess you. There is an ethical crisis when organizations that
create financial identities which are mandatorily and permanently assigned to people, have no
responsibility or accountability to protect those people for whom they have created these identities,
from being abused by corporations or criminals. This is especially true when these identities
determine the cost of access to capital and financial services, when they are the basis of financial
inclusion and when they form the foundation of pervasive, mass, commercial surveillance –
commonly referred to as surveillance capitalism.

1.3 Existential Conflicts of Interest

There are existential conflicts of interest in the business model of digital giants
and the information services they provide, as these services are provided and
prioritized based on advertisers’ needs over accuracy, veracity or your interests.

The industrial scale financial surveillance began by credit agencies like Equifax has evolved to a level
of sophistication and invasiveness previously unimaginable with the advent of the advertising led
internet. The scale of personal information aggregated on citizens today is unprecedented. Much of
this data is acquired through ‘free’ services provided by companies like Google and Facebook.
However, there is an inherent conflict of interest between the services provided by these companies
and their business models. Their information provisioning is fundamentally geared towards selling
advertising. Their customers are businesses and their product is the attention of their user base as
an audience for advertisers.
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Furthermore, their differentiating service is their ability to place advertising at highly impactful
inflection points in the online journeys of their user base. i.e. at points when their users are most
receptive, or vulnerable to being influenced by such messaging. As a result, the integrity, objectivity
and ultimate trustworthiness of information from these services will always be in question as
evidenced with the current crisis of fake news. Even companies like Amazon and Apple are similarly
conflicted, though perhaps to a lesser degree in that their services are geared towards selling more
to customers. This is no problem in itself but does bring into question whose interests exactly are
being served by the likes of Alexa and Siri.

1.4 Things Get Much Worse with the 3D Web and IoT

As the internet becomes more three dimensional and the physical world becomes
more digitized, these dangers will only increase.

The depth, breadth and scale of data gathered by VR and AR systems is much greater than that from
the two-dimensional web. The privacy policies of Oculus Rift for example show that all user body
and eye movements, body dimensions, room sizes, content viewed, physical reactions to content,
etc. are all tracked, stored and shared with Oculus’ partners without consent. Moods, feelings, etc.,
can also be further deduced using algorithms and AI as Oculus’ parent company Facebook has
repeatedly demonstrated.

1.5 Walled Fiefdoms as Adversarial AIs

Walled gardens entrench us further, becoming more perilous as they evolve into
networks for adversarial AIs.

Surveillance capitalism and the advertising led web have led to the rise of walled data gardens.
FANG (Facebook, Amazon Netflix Google) and BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent) companies exert
monopoly-like control over their users’ data and assets which they use as a basis for competitive
advantage. With the current use of Adversarial AI in the arms race to develop super computers,
digital giants are increasingly reliant on using their walled gardens of data to gain an advantage over
their competitors.

1.6 The Dirty Data Economy

Surveillance capitalism is creating a Dirty Data economy that is causing an
increasingly unacceptable level of social damage.

We see this paradigm of surveillance capitalism as a ‘Dirty Data Economy’ analogous to the Dirty
Energy Economy, where the social and environmental harm caused by the practice of amassing vast
oceans of personal data through ethically questionable means without people’s knowledge or
consent and locking it away inside digital fiefdoms that corral, exploit and manipulate people
through their information is greater than the business or social benefit it generates. As such we see
this model rapidly becoming increasingly socially and economically unsustainable similar to the
unabated continued dependence on hydro carbon fuels.
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1.7 Point and Pipe Solutions

Solutions to the dirty data economy fall into two categories: 1) Point Solutions narrow in scope, 2) Pipe Solutions - plumbing focused, shallow in scope. Neither
enable meaningful citizen data ownership or a citizen centric web to thrive.
i) Point solutions – narrowly focused solutions that address small parts
of the personal data economy, such as KYC, advertising, loyalty, user
authentication, storage, key management, etc. While such solutions help
solve point problems in narrow use cases they cannot in and of themselves
provide a foundation or basis upon which a complete citizen-centric data
economy can be built.
ii) Pipe solutions - attempt to manage data flows between secure points,
again usually in narrow use cases. These solutions aim to manage the flow
of the ‘fire hoses’ of personal data, such as social media, media
consumption, feeds from wearables, etc. They try to achieve scale by
stripping out personally identifiable information (PII) and selling
anonymized data to data seekers in marketplaces. However, their
anonymity promise is difficult to deliver owing to parallel advances being
made by re-identification technologies. Removing PII alone does not
ensure anonymity. Their bigger problem however, is that by only
providing anonymized data, pipe solutions only enable a shallow layer of
the value available within the data economy to be realized.

Both point and pipe approaches fail to address the primary challenges of the Data Economy – how
to convert personal data into an asset which can be owned by individuals enabling property
ownership benefits to be realized and how to build private by design solutions that incentivize
people to move from anonymized to identified engagements ethically. Without these, the practical
transformation of the internet through principles of self-sovereignty, decentralization and economic
inclusion can neither be tangibly nor meaningfully realized.
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1.8 Master Chain Solutions

Blockchain innovations are at risk of reproducing the walled gardens of the second
and first-generation internet whilst gateway chains run the risk of becoming
master chains. Furthermore, blockchain divergence is healthy and could be
essential.

Current blockchain innovations run the risk of replicating the walled gardens of digital giants,
locking data and transactions into chain specific protocols that prohibit interoperability. Current
attempts at enabling interoperability propose a cross chain protocol of some form that essentially
aims to become the gateway chain for access to others. Polkadot, Cosmos, Aion, Ocean, Plasma, Ark
and Neox’s blockchain interoperability solutions exemplify this approach. While this model has
merit its challenge is that it trends towards forming a central chain which while solving some
problems, creates other perhaps more fundamental ones that are in direct conflict with the principle
of decentralization. We believe the future of the crypto-net to be truly decentralized with plethora
chains emerging to service various business and social needs. Solutions that prohibit entities from
interacting and transacting directly in a censorship resistant manner across divergent protocols
without intermediaries fail to achieve the desired architecture of the next generation internet, even
if the intermediary is a DLT itself. Also as AI and DLTs converge it is possible that different
blockchains will become the foundations of neural networks for AI as proposed by Singularity Net
and Ocean for example. In this sense maintaining network divergence is not necessarily a bad thing
and should perhaps even be encouraged. In a world of adversarial AIs and super computers it may
be advantageous and prudent to maintain network independence and diversity.
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2. metaMe Solution Principles
2.1 Core Principles
metaMe escapes the quagmire of surveillance capitalism by building upon principles of selfsovereign data ownership, crypto-economic inclusion, Clean Data, privacy, consent and mutual
benefit. It introduces an ecosystem where the interests of the individual and the interests of
businesses are aligned, based on fair and mutual gain as an alternative to the exploitative model of
the surveillance web. These principles are outlined below.

2.2 Digital You

Your digital self is your digital twin. It is the sum of all your mental and physical
activities that have been captured digitally. The more digital data you capture,
the more complete your digital self becomes.

metaMe is your digital self, i.e. your digital twin. It is a comprehensive digital representation of you
in cyberspace. It is the sum of all activities from your mental and physical selves that have or can be
recorded digitally. It lives within your data vault when you take sovereign control of it. The more
data you add to your digital self the more valuable and useful it becomes to you. It belongs to you.
It is your property. Own it. It is you.

2.3 Digital Alchemy

Digital alchemy is an atomic approach to data sovereignty analogous to creating
data atoms and molecules that form the basis of an information periodic table.

Using a chemistry analogy, point and pipe solutions approach personal data from the perspective of
data as a compound. Point solutions solve narrow use cases with specific data compounds like KYC,
login or registration, incapable of scaling beyond their dimensional point. Pipe solutions create data
stores and plumbing that manage the flow of generic, anonymized data compounds with PII
extracted. metaMe in contrast employs an atomic model where data compounds are collated and
atomized into their constituent indivisible components, which are then reassembled into mPod
information objects analogous to ‘data molecules’. mPods are owned and shared anonymously,
pseudonymously or identifiably based on entity intentions and context.

2.3.1 Self Sovereignty
Self-sovereignty is the first step of digital alchemy. It involves collecting one’s
data from various third parties and self-centrically taking ownership of it.
Self-sovereignty is realized by taking ownership of one’s identity and digital footprint. It is enabled
in the metaVerse – (the metaMe ecosystem) through metaMe. metaMe allows you to gather your
data from various third-party sources into your metaVault – a secure personal data store, taking
certifiable, indisputable ownership of it. Possession remains nine tenths of the law and the only way
to exercise tangible ownership rights over your data is to physically take ownership of it.
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2.3.2 Self Enrichment
Enriching one’s data using algorithms and other data to increase its value.
Finding those that value your data and are prepared to reward you for sharing it.
Personal data is valuable. It is worth more to many corporations than their user’s money which is
why they claim to give people free services for it. People should be able to use their data to enrich
themselves, to trade it and use AI and open data sources to increase its value in a safe and controlled
manner that does not conflict with their rights to privacy, to be forgotten or to prevent parties who
have previously benefited from accessing it from accessing it in the future.

2.3.3 Self Flow
Self-flow involves activating your personal AI and training it with your data to
protect you and generate value for you automatically and autonomously.
Your data should work for you. It should improve your life and the lives of those you care for without
exposing you to harm. Your focus should be on sharing the minimum data needed to complete tasks,
while receiving the maximum return for the minimum risk. metaMe is a new breed of autonomous
value creating agent enabled by powerful decentralized, individualized and personalised AI. It is
dedicated to protecting you and your interests. You own your metaMe and you will increasingly be
able to task it to automatically and autonomously manage complex data transactions needed to
service, protect and improve your life. It will create seamless experiences, protecting your data while
enriching you and businesses that use your data ethically enabling maximum life ‘flow’. Self-flow is
thus the final element of digital alchemy and the deeper emotional benefit of metaMe.

2.4 Clean Data

Clean data is the antithesis of the dirty data of surveillance capitalism.

Clean data is acquired through processes compliant with the universal principles of citizen data
ownership, privacy and consent. It is private by design, secure and designed to enable citizen
freedom, empowerment and enrichment. Clean Data adds value to individuals, businesses and
society as a whole and is the foundation of an equitable, fair and sustainable data economy.
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2.5 The Crypto Economy

The crypto economy consists of crypto data and crypto money. While crypto
money has been established so far, crypto data has not. To fully realise the crypto
economy we need both crypto money and crypto data.

Data is not only the oil of the twenty first century it is also its currency. It has become the key
resource of the Digital Economy. Collectively the attributes of data as a resource and data as a
currency form the Data Economy. The Clean Data and Crypto Economies thus consist of Crypto
Money and Crypto Data where data and money flow are managed with cryptographic, citizen-centric
controls. Crypto Money enables censorship resistant value to be exchanged and Crypto Data enables
censorship resistant information to be isolated, owned and exchanged.

metaPods // Units of Account for Data Markets
The Crypto Economy
The Crypto Economy

Crypto Data

Crypto Money

metaPods

Crypto Currencies
Non-Fungible
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2.6 Wealth in Diversity

Money is fungible, but people are not. The value of personal data is in its nonfungibility.
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Our uniqueness as people is the cornerstone of our individuality and the uniqueness of our data is
what makes it valuable. Personal Data’s fungibility has an inverse relationship with its value and its
non-fungibility is the essence of its worth. The more fungible and anonymous (i.e. generic and
interchangeable) personal data is, the less valuable it is likely to be. Often the more authentically
different it is, the more valuable it becomes. metaMe enables us to capture our unique attributes
and use them as a basis for self-enrichment, development and growth in a way that celebrates
individuality.
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3. metaMe
3.1 metaMe Vision

metaMe enables people to own their data as digital property and to exercise
ownership rights over it in meaningful ways that may help improve their lives.

metaMe converts personal data into a new form of crypto asset called metaPods. metaPods are
granular, bespoke and modular data assets that can be owned as digital property and be put to use
in highly targeted and contextually intelligent ways. metaMe addresses the two key challenges of the
Data Economy – data ownership and incentivized identifiability. It enables people to trade
metaPods with data seekers in metaMart (its ‘Clean Data Marketplace’) in anonymous,
pseudonymous and identified ways. metaMe accelerates the Data Economy by helping people and
businesses ethically share rich, complex information with each other in private by design, mutually
beneficial, intelligent and autonomous ways.

3.2 Minimum Proprietary Data Stores (“mPods”)

mPods are a new class of intelligent information asset, used to contain data and
complete tasks. mPods are crypto assets that store information in the same way
that crypto tokens are crypto assets that store value.

mPods are to data what crypto currency is to money. They are unitary information objects that can
be isolated and cryptographically encapsulated as digital property. mPods convert disparate and
dispersed records of data into rich and coherent yet minimized units of information. They enable
any data or digital asset combination to be collected, stored and shared securely. mPods are not only
used to do work but can also be owned just like crypto tokens or any other crypto asset. All mPods
have standard metadata enabling appropriate security and access rules to be applied by type in
consistent and universal ways. They are information templates that become populated with user
data when activated. Access is restricted to authorized entities based on content and context. Like
ERC20 tokens, mPods have programmable smart contracts that can be tailored with rules yet
processed uniformly. This enables them to be managed and traded in transparent, automated and
universal ways.

3.3 The mPod Protocol

The mPod Protocol is an open source framework for the creation, processing,
consumption and management of mPods. DApps will be able to adopt the protocol
via an SDK and blockchains will be able to adopt it via a soft fork.

The mPod Protocol is the IF’s framework for creating universal data assets (mPods) that underpin
a self-sustaining, clean data ecosystem and crypto data economy. It is predicated on delivering data
assets that can be citizen owned and controlled and is designed to enable an ecosystem of developers
and service providers to flourish using mPods to manage data uniformly. The IF will invest in
developing strategic micro services and in incubating startups aligned with this vision and strategy.
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mPod protocol extended components
The metaPod core protocol will be extended with APIs and SDKs to enable development of mPod
based bots (PodBots) and DApps
(PodApps)
by third
party
developers.
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metaMe is your mPod management wallet and personal AI. It brings mPods to
life, enabling you to use them to earn metaKoins and service your needs.

metaMe aims to be the human interface of the Data Economy. It is a distributed, personalised AI
and data wallet with which people create, manage, trade and use mPods. At its core metaMe
provides people and organizations with decentralized, encrypted data stores (metaVaults) whose
access controls are managed dynamically by AI and blockchain enforced contracts. Permissions to
access specific data are controlled by the owner and their AI, via mPods enabling granular, selfsovereign and dynamic data management. mPods share data in discrete groups with details of
ownership, provenance, sensitivity and association intelligently exposed based on context. This data
is shared via crypto-currency transactions within metaMe’s permissioned private marketplace, in
exchange for metaKoins, the protocols currency. metaMe uses mPods to enable all key processes in
provisioning and consuming data-centric services from discovery (people becoming aware of
services), provisioning (service delivery and consumption) and transacting (value exchange when
services are provided or consumed). Transactions are pseudonymously and anonymously posted to
a public chain, from the private metaMart chain based on configurable rules. This enables metaMe
to combine a highly performant and flexible market with a highly secure public token.

3.5 metaVault

At the core of metaMe sits your metaVault. It aggregates your data from third
parties, who are required to give it to you. It atomizes and organizes your data
for easy navigation and is your personal data mine.

Your metaVault is your self-sovereign data store where your data is collated. It is completely owned
by you and can only be accessed by you using your private key. The data store itself uses distributed
file storage providing the highly secure yet holistic user experience of a single logical repository. All
data within your metaVault is navigated by an eight by eight, sixty-four-field matrix within which
all of your individual records can be located and viewed. Your metaVault connects to third party
sources such as social networks, banks, vehicles, etc., via APIs. It atomizes your data and pulls it
into corresponding fields which are pre-bifurcated to enable easy navigation. Once atomized your
data is organised into relevant groups and classified according to each records ability to identify you.
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metaMart: The Universal Smart Data™ marketplace
metaMart, metaMe’s “Clean Data” marketplace enables brands to buy mPods directly from individuals for
tailored products, services and rewards. It uses Smart Contracts underpinned by Ethical Data rules.

metaVault: Self-Sovereign Personal Data Vault
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3.6 Mine You
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Self-mining entails aggregating your
data from various sources into your vault.
The more you mine yourself, the more valuable and useful Mine You becomes.
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In metaMe you ‘mine yourself’ by pulling data that has been created about you from the internet
into your data vault using API connecters. Data can be mined from services, government
departments, sites, apps, wearables, sensors, digital devices, etc., or by entering information
manually into mPod fields where relevant. In certain circumstances GDPR gives individuals the
right to require businesses to provide EU citizens with all data they hold on them in a machinereadable format at no cost to the citizen. This right applies where processing of personal data is
carried out by automated means, and on the basis of consent or on the basis of a contract to which
the individual is a party. In these circumstances, you are entitled by law to collect your data from
organizations that have data on you. The more you mine yourself the more valuable your mine, i.e.
Mine You becomes and the more you are able to use it to bring you revenue and services you want.

3.7 Your Personal AI

metaMe is your personal AI, dedicated to you. It can interact with other AIs on
your behalf, working to serve your interests. The more you mine yourself and
train your AI, the more accurate, tailored and useful it becomes to you.

metaMe is also your personal AI. However, rather than serving the needs of other organizations,
metaMe is dedicated to you and prioritizes your needs. Your metaMe AI can interact with 3rd party
AI’s and manage the sharing of your mPods based on rules you teach it and those it learns from
serving you. The more you provide your AI data, the better it will understand and serve you. Most
importantly, it will never
share
your data
orUniversal
work in favor
of//others
interests rather than yours.
Vault
// Personal
AI //
Wallet
Marketplace
mPod DApp OS

metaMe Personal Value Hierarchy

Intelligent Self Sovereign AI Agent & Universal Smart Data Marketplace

01

Personalized Value Realization

Individualized Intelligent Value Creating Agents

02

Personalized AI & Intelligent ID Agent
Individualised Self-learning & Protecting AI

03
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Universal Smart Data

Contained , Decentralized, Clean

4. metaMe’s Unique Benefits
4.1 Big Data to Minimum Data

Big data is neither desirable nor sustainable for most enterprises. Collecting the
minimum data needed to complete a task is a much more efficient, smart and less
risky approach to data management for enterprises.

The Big Data model of gathering giant ‘hay stacks’ of customer data in the hope of one day using
algorithms and AI to identify ‘needles’ of valuable data is not sustainable in a Clean Data Economy.
mPods enable a more effective model using Big Data techniques to identify key ‘signal’ datasets from
oceans of anonymous or pseudonymous data. This enables businesses to use mPods to acquire the
minimized data ‘needles’ needed to derive insights or complete tasks in precise and efficient ways
with minimum risk. Not only does this reduce costs in storing vast useless data it may also minimize
exposure to breaches and compliance fines from legislation such as GDPR.

4.2 Fungible to Non-Fungible Crypto Assets

The crypto economy will consist of fungible and non-fungible assets. As fungible
assets proliferate, non-fungible assets will surpass them in value.

Fungible assets will continue to function in the same way as money allowing value to be accrued,
stored and exchanged. Non-fungible assets however will enable services to be delivered and work to
be done. mPods are non-fungible assets. While fungible assets can be interchanged with each other,
each non-fungible asset is relatively unique. An mPod storing information from a driving license is
a good example. All driving licenses have the same type of information – name, address, age, driving
license number, etc., but the content of each is different. The meta data for each is the same meaning
rules can be set on how to handle this type of information object but driver A’s license could not
necessarily be exchanged with driver B’s. As non-fungible assets increase in complexity, precision
and intelligence their value will increase to the point where they become more valuable than the
tokens paid for them.

4.3 Dumb Data to Universal Smart Data™

mPods allow data objects to be programmed with immutable intelligence

mPods can be programmed to change entity access rights based on the changing context of the data
owner or the data seeker. For example, when a data owner is seeking car insurance, she might share
an mPod with details about her car and herself that enable various insurers to provide her with price
quotes. This information might be shared anonymously. However, once she chooses one provider
her data would automatically no longer be available to other insurers in the market and it would
from then on only be shared with her chosen provider. At this point she would share data
identifiably. We call this – Universal Smart Data™ where intelligence is put into the information
asset itself through smart contracts, as opposed to into networks. mPods can intelligently decide to
restrict or allow access to their content based on rules about the content and the context of a
requesting entity regardless of which environment they find themselves in.
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4.4 Digital Assets to Smart Assets™

mPods enable a new type of asset which is a combination of smart contracts and
digital assets with programmable, immutable intelligence.

Smart Assets™ enable a new class of service to be delivered in the marketplace with high levels of
precision, automation, autonomy and immutability. Smart Assets™ can be fungible or non-fungible,
physical or virtual or any combination of these. mPods are the first version of Smart Assets™
focused on providing intelligent, non-fungible digital assets. mPods can be paired with the digital
twins of natural persons (and things) through sensors that enable real and quasi real time
interactions between the person, minimized aspects of their digital twin and third-party services or
systems. Owing to their programmability these interactions can be contextual, contingent,
automated and even autonomously executed when paired with personalized, individualized AI.

4.5 Network Interoperability to Asset Interoperability

mPods enable interoperability between diverse blockchains by facilitating asset
interoperability and allowing data to flow across diverse DLTs in a
universal manner, whilst retaining blockchain specificity and diversity.

metaMe enables blockchain interoperability by providing a protocol for assets, entities and service
providers to transact with each other directly in a universal, chain-agnostic manner regardless of
the network used to carry out the transaction. While there may be advantages in having an
integrated blockchain protocol we do not believe creating one to be optimal. Embedding mPods with
smart contracts based on universal principles and universal meta data that can be processed in any
compliant chain enables asset interoperability across chains while maintaining a truly decentralized
infrastructure. To consume, process and generate mPod Protocol compliant assets that can be
consumed and processed by any other mPod Protocol compliant DLT all any distributed ledger
technology (“DLT”) will need to do is fork their protocol to include the mPod framework. DApps will
be able to consume, process and create mPods by integrating open source code that will be made
available via a software development kit (“SDK”). We believe this to be a more simple, viable,
accelerated and safe path to cross chain interoperability than current alternatives.

4.6 Friction to Flow

mPods’ programmability and interoperability mean they can fluidly automate
transactions across highly complex networks and ecosystems.

The ability to programme mPods to behave in intelligent manners that vary with context means they
can facilitate transaction across highly complex, dynamically changing scenarios and enable high
levels of automation across intricate networks. Aligning this capability with personalized,
decentralized AI that can be trained and honed to individual needs enables the frictionless
provisioning and consumption of life enhancing services that enable people to move through the
world seamlessly while enabling personalized enrichment, satisfaction and growth – or what we
refer to as ‘flow’.
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5. Current Socio-Political Climate
5.1 metaMe and GDPR

metaMe goes beyond the state of the art to not only facilitate GDPR, but to redefine
the data economy by equitably distributing data’s value in a universal way that is
mutually beneficial to businesses, individuals and society as a whole.

The context in which businesses and their customers collect, share and use data has changed with
the coming into law of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Customers will have more
say over how their personal information is captured and processed and companies will have to
ensure the data they hold is valid, confidential, consented and fit for purpose. Under GDPR regime
notions of privacy, consent, transparency and accuracy become paramount. mPods enable and
accelerate compliance with GDPR requirements like privacy, portability, the right to be forgotten,
traceability and consent. While these new laws will force businesses to reset how they operate, this
redistribution of power will also enable progressive brands to create innovative equitable, and
compellingly personalized engagements via metaMe that build deep customer trust.

5.2 metaMe and PSD2

metaMe is perfectly positioned to disrupt the post-PSD2 market.

The fundamental changes to Europe’s data protection and payment services regulations create a
dramatically new operating environment for the crypto economy. While GDPR provides citizens
with much greater powers and control over their data PSD2 does the opposite for financial
institutions. It requires banks to open up all customer payments data to a three-tiered ecosystem of
multi variant service providers. With PSD2 all financial transactions will eventually become
ubiquitously available to a broad range of service providers. Many with rich, native, first party
datasets, from a wide variety of verticals from remittance to manufacturing and media, all vying to
differentiate their services by getting closer to their customers’ needs and money. Few products are
as well placed to disrupt and lead this changing market as metaMe with its pioneering innovation
of crypto data assets that compliment crypto money assets, creatively utilizing both asset types to
pave the way for a holistic crypto economy to emerge and thrive.

5.3 metaMe and Anonymity

GDPR and PSD2 have reset the data economy resulting in much more sophisticated
and demanding discussions on privacy, anonymity and consent.

Though anonymity has become a polarizing topic in the age of surveillance capitalism and is often
shunned, it is generally accepted as being necessary in many circumstances with examples including
therapy, counselling, research, adoption, donor conception, etc. In order to provide a complete and
robust personal data management protocol mPods need to be able to accommodate anonymous data
sharing as well as pseudonymous and identifiable data sharing.
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Our thesis is that as privacy demands become more commonplace and sophisticated with the advent
of GDPR the call for privacy and anonymity by default is likely to increase.
True anonymity prevents Personally Identifiable Information (PII) collection and ensures that data
cannot be reverse engineered to re-identify data subjects. Unlike pseudonymity, which simply
requires preventing a unique identifier for a subject being matched to the subject, anonymity
prohibits a data subject in one dataset being associated with the same data subject in any other
dataset. As such true anonymity is very difficult to guarantee and maintain. In fact, when most talk
of anonymity they in fact mean pseudonymity.
Furthermore, it is very difficult, if not impossible to guarantee anonymity with technical solutions
alone owing to parallel advances in re-identification technology. Anonymity currently can only be
guaranteed with a combination of technical, regulatory and contractual safeguards. As such
metaMe’s first line of defense in providing anonymity is commercial and contractual. Its second
defense line is technology where we use blockchains and smart contracts to enforce anonymization
rules and provide audit trails for when and how mPods are used. mPods require algorithm and
process transparency as part of their contracting and consumption process. Additionally, metaMart
will operate a reputation management model which if violated can lead to the expulsion of bad
actors. Unconsented re-identification of data subjects will be a primary violation of the metaMart
marketplace’s terms and conditions and commercial contracts resulting in expulsion from the
market and the possibility of being sued for breach of contract. For this reason and the related need
to protect individuals from bad actors, metaMart is an open and public marketplace to individuals
but a permissioned and private marketplace to businesses, where business access is provisioned
through a permissioned private blockchain. metaMe combines the best in class of private and public
distributed ledger technologies to provide citizen customers with an open public network that
provides immutable auditability and a fertile space for innovation with a private permissioned
network for businesses and data buyers that ensures that the privacy, data ownership and consented
identifiability rules of metaMart are preserved by enterprise participants.

metaMe combines private, permissioned and permission-less blockchains

metâme DLT Architecture

Public Token Chain

Krypto Koins | Branded Koins | Stellar or Ethereum

Permissioned Marketplace Chain
metâmart | Hyperledger Fabric

Private Self-Sovereign Storage Chain
metâvault | mPods | Big Chain
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6. metaMe Technical Features
6.1 Minimum Proprietary Datastores (mPods)

mPods have three layers: a contract layer, a meta layer and a core asset layer.
The contract layer makes them programmable, the meta layer makes them
universally manageable and the asset layer enables them to encapsulate any
combination of digital assets.

mPods enable any data or digital asset combination to be collected, stored and shared securely
according to a combination of immutable and configurable rules. All mPods have standard metadata
enabling appropriate security and access rules to be applied de facto by type in consistent, universal
ways. mPods are information templates, populated with user data when activated. Their contract
layer has standard rules applied based on the core rules of the mPod Protocol and bespoke rules
that can be configured according to data owner preferences, context and business rules.

mPod Layers
metâpods: Programmable Crypto Information
Assets
Contract Layer

Meta Layer

Core Assets

Standard mpod metadata

Ownership: Individual/Org/Co/Open
Association: (n)Parent/(n)Child
Provenance: Person/Org/Thing
Class: Confidential/Identifiable/No PII
Veracity: Yes/No/1-10 Score
Sensitivity: 1-10 Score
ID State: Identified/Pseudo/Anon
Value: Entity + Context + Intent
Changeability: Static/Fluid/Mixed
Access Rules: Standard/Bespoke

*Metâmart is TheInternet.Foundation’s Clean Data Marketplace

6.2 A Two Dimensional User Interface
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mPods can be easily understood by end users based on a simple RAG (traffic light)
code, depicting how identifiable their content makes their owner and a score
showing how sensitive the data they contain is. The more identifiable and
sensitive the data, the more valuable it is.

Any consumer-friendly data management solution that aims to achieve mass adoption should have
an easy to understand interface that puts an extremely low cognitive burden on end users. mPods
achieve this with a two-factor interface. To understand the use of mPods in complex marketplaces,
data sharing and trading contexts one only needs to understand these two factors. 1) mPods are
coded with RAG (red, amber green) colors according to their owner’s identifiability. 2) They are
scored out of ten according to the sensitivity of the data they contain. Green, non-identifiable mPods
do not contain any personally identifiable information (PII) and as such can be used anonymously
and pseudonymously. Amber mPods contain PII and are identifiable. Red mPods hold confidential
PII data. Crucially, the more identifiable and sensitive an mPod, the more valuable it may be and
the more money it should command in marketplaces.
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RAG Color Coded and Sensitivity Scored mPods

8

5

2

Confidential

Identifiable

Non Identifiable

Examples of mPod Core Data
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6.3 Two-Dimensional Smart Contracts

mPods are smart assets with poly-chain smart contracts. They have a smart asset
contract that interlocks with a blockchain smart contract, which when combined
enable assets to flow between mPods, applications, networks and entities.

Like ERC20 tokens, mPods have programmable smart contracts that can be tailored with rules yet
processed uniformly. However, unlike ERC20 tokens, mPods are blockchain agnostic and allow data
to flow between any private or public blockchain protocol that adopts the mPod Protocol. mPods do
this using a new two-dimensional smart contract model that embeds smart contract in mPods that
complete handshakes with blockchain based smart contracts to enable data to flow between both.

6.4 Intents

Intents are the primary means through which mPods are generated and through
which your AI is trained. Intents are the bridge between mPods, entities and AI.

With metaMe entities are able to declare intents. Based on the intent and context of the entity an
appropriate mPod template is proposed with data that will enable the intent to be fulfilled. For
example, if a person declares an intent to buy car insurance for a newly purchased car, metaMe will
suggest an mPod containing data such as vehicle make/model, vehicle age, vehicle mileage along
with the driver’s driving history, home town, post/zip code. Note no PII is required at this stage.
The intent to buy insurance is published pseudonymously along with this mPod enabling insurers
to provide competitive offers. Similarly, if an insurer wishes to find people who wish to buy car
insurance, they can publish their intent asking people who recently bought vehicles to share a
similar mPod with the data they need to identify suitable customers and provide price quotes.
mPods essentially are the minimum data needed to most effectively fulfill declared intents.
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6.5 AI Powered mPod Creation

Though mPods will initially be created manually the metaMe platform will evolve to use
AI to create and destroy mPods dynamically based on data owner preferences, intents
and changing contexts.

The volume of interactions requiring people to share data is growing. When interacting with new
apps and devices, people are required to invest significant time in setting up preferences. Personal
data assets may already have this contextual information however it is rarely portable or
interoperable. mPods address this issue through the mPod Protocol enabling mPods with relevant
data to be created and shared with service providers as need be with the next logical step being
automating the mPod creation process itself. We believe that people desire a flow where services
securely understand their data and configure themselves to provide the best possible experiences to
them automatically and seamlessly. metaMe will use AI to automate mPod creation, classification
and lifecycle management to this and other ends.

6

metâmart Smart Contracts

5

mPod Smart Contracts

IPFS

1

Token Management

mPods

Data Acquisition

Decentralised Raw
Storage

3rd Party APIs

2 Analyse Data

3 Reuse or create
new mPod

5

IPDB

4 Provide mPod to
Data Requester

5
Podbot

metâmart + Podbot
Store & Developer
Ecosystem

Podbot Layer

metâme Blockchain

metâme Data Layer

mPod Creation

[<<Request>> NL Tags, App name and session details]
Intent +
Data Request

mPod Powered
Decentralised Apps

5
AI Bot in IoT Device

mPod Ecosystem

1 Understand
Intent declared

6.6 PodBots

PodBots are micro-service bots powered by mPods and used to generate mPods.

PodBots are micro services used to refine and process raw data which they receive from mPods.
They can be used to enrich a data owners’ information, to do work or to identify data sets required
to enrich their owners and do work. Their goal is to refine data in manners that create value for data
owners and/or data buyers. To access mPods they must meet the following criteria:
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•

PodBots must be compliant with the mPod Protocol and operate within a distributed ledger
environment that is mPod Protocol compliant. This will be governed via a community managed
developer ecosystem that creates mPod Protocol extensions and SDKs for various distributed
ledger technologies and associated DApps.

•

To enable continuous improvement and address various PodBot needs, a Bot store is proposed
as a subsection within the metaMart marketplace to enable PodBot discovery, acquisition and
deployment.

•

PodBot creators can set prices for the purchase of their PodBots. A.I, ratings and a customer
review and voting system will aid people in selecting and subscribing to PodBot services.

•

PodBot code must be published and verified for all PodBots posted to the PodBot Store.

•

PodBot related transactions will be recorded and exposed on metaMe’s private and public
blockchains as appropriate. This will include details of ownership transfers and data accessed as
appropriate to the business rules and nature of the service being delivered.

6.7 PodApps

PodApps are distributed applications, powered by mPods.

PodApps are applications that may combine multiple mPods, PodBots and other services to deliver
rich experiences and services to data owners or data seekers. They are discoverable and accessible
via the metaMart PodBot and PodApp store and would also need to comply with PodBot criteria.

6.8 mPod Ecosystem Framework

The mPod ecosystem consists of data and AI layers that underpin a framework
for mPod-centered micro-services and decentralized application innovation.

metaMe Data Layer: Raw data people acquire from various sources lives here along with mPods.
Accompanying two dimensional mPod and blockchain smart contracts secure and govern all
transactions in this layer.
metaMe AI Layer: metaMe’s AI has two functions. 1) to understand its data owner’s data siting
in the metaMe Data Layer. 2) to interact with intents and their accompanying data requests from
their owner, the mPod ecosystem or data refiners in metaMart and other data marketplaces. The
metaMe AI will understand these intents and data requests and either re-use existing mPods or
construct new ones to service the needs. mPod smart contracts will set rules such as contextual
access rights and expiration timeframes.
mPod Ecosystem: Three protocol standards are proposed for the ecosystem of DApps, IoT devices
and other services to interact with mPods. The first standard specifies how to declare intents and
place related mPod data requests. Intents signal an entity’s intentions. The mPod data required to
effectively deliver this declared intention is exchanged via a smart contract including details
required for mPod access to be granted. The second standard is the specification for mPod creation.
It defines the data assets, metadata and smart contract specifications required to service intents and
the rules for accessing them. The final standard specifies how entity identity is to be managed.
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6.9 The metaMe Data Platform

Uses identity management, data assets and immutable logic to enable intuitive
automated value exchanges in a decentralized market.

Identity: The mPod Protocol calls for a comprehensive approach to anonymous, pseudonymous
and identifiable identity management compatible with multi variant forms of static and dynamic,
structured and unstructured personal data. Integration with third parties will be vital and metaMe
will need to embrace multiple identity services for the following reasons:
•

People will acquire their data from many sources using multiple local authentication systems.

•

People will need to be able to use many authentication systems to interact with third party apps.

•

People will need their data and digital assets to be fully portable. metaMe will enhance
authentication services with key management services to enable people to acquire, store and
share their data accordingly.

Data: metaMe will build an API factory to enable people to acquire their data from various sources.
This growing library of sources will allow people to acquire their data in a single, continuous process
as and when it is generated. Data will be held in individually owned decentralized data vaults that
can logically be navigated as a single store.
Immutable Logic: metaMe is the key platform that individuals, brands and developers will use to
interact with mPods, offers, and individual’s AIs. The orchestration of value exchanges will be done
via immutable smart contracts on Hyperledger Fabric and a public blockchain. The metaMe wallet
will use cryptographic services to securely store and enable the trading of individual, device and
organizational data assets in the form of mPods for metaKoins.

6.10 The metaMe Web 3.0 Platform

The metaMe platform is built on a Web 3.0 architecture, integrating AI

Architecture
TheInternet.Foundation Standards for:

•
•

mPods
Data requests

Application Layer

Decentralised Authentication

1.

metâme controlled Apps, platforms, UI, micro services.

2.

Community owned components.

Decentralized Data
Marketplaces

metâVerse Apps

mPod powered
Ecosystem

Soverin, uPort, Blockpass, Civic, et allia

Platform Layer
A.I. Layer

Hyperledger Fabric

Decentralised Storage

IPFS

Stellar or
Ethereum

IPDB
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Identity & key management
Business Logic for apps.
AI Development Platform

Cloud Platform
A.I. Services

Decentralised Processing

Customer channel

Smart Contracts for metâVerse Apps
including metâmart. Token Mgmt.

Raw Data Storage from 3rd party
locations. Create, Manage, Store mPods

Application Layer: Decentralized marketplaces and mPod powered ecosystems are community
owned components that leverage customer data via mPods. metaVerse apps are built for web and
mobile.
Decentralized Authentication: Ownership of digital assets such as mPods, data records and
crypto tokens requires strong authentication capabilities. metaMe will leverage best in class
authentication services that are either Web 2.0 (social log in) or 3.0 (Sovrin, UPort, etc.). Additional
authentication services with enhanced feature such as GDPR data requests for example may be built.
Platform layer: A cloud platform will enable metaMe to deploy business logic at scale.
AI layer: metaMe’s AI service as well as PodBots created by the community will be hosted on a
single cloud platform. PodBot creators will be permissioned and their code reviewed to extract
malicious actors. Individuals will have their own instance of the AI anchored to their data vault that
will learn and evolve in parallel with metaMe’s platform AI. People will be encouraged but not
required to share data with the platform AI to improve it so that it can benefit all via opt in offers.
Decentralized processing: Initially mPod offers in the metaMart will be built on Hyperledger
Fabric. Fabric offers an architecture that should be able to support millions of users and thousands
of transactions per second. Stellar will be used for the ICO and token management. metaMart may
in the future evolve into a fully decentralized trustless market when a reliable means of technically
guaranteeing absolute anonymity emerges such as quantum computing. As no such means currently
exists in any practical sense we will for the time being maintain a permissioned marketplace to
retain a robust means of enforcing compliance and auditability.
Decentralized storage: IPFS and IPDB will provide decentralized personal data storage. Raw
Data will flow into this layer via APIs. This data will be securely accessed by data owners using
private keys. While IPDB’s payment mechanism is to be decided, IPFS’ native token Filecoin will be
used to pay for large data asset storage. metaMe will facilitate storage transactions through its wallet
and exchange services.
Architecture
6.11
metaMe Platform Architecture
Services and components needed to construct

High level overview
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mPod

Data Acquisition
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mPods
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Blockchain(s)
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Token & Wallet
Services

Smart
Contract
Libraries

Blockchain secures data, payments
and other transactions. mPods are
composed of selected smart
contracts

Token
Exchange

API Factories for growing
data aggregation

7. metaMe Business Model
7.1 Multiple Revenue Streams

metaMe generates revenues through four primary streams: Marketplace.
Licensing, consulting and network revenues.

7.1.1 Marketplace Revenues
metaMe’s primary business model is earning transaction fees from data trades that occur in
metaMart’s double sided, Universal Smart Data marketplace. Data seekers buy raw and processed
data from data owners. Data owners (primarily individuals and their autonomous agents) sell data
to data seekers. Data refiners provide services to data traders (i.e. data seekers - buyers and/or data
owners – sellers) that provide or increase insights or increase data value. Data refiners1 can function
as data traders or data owners. Data owners can sell data at fixed prices, in auctions using real time
bidding technologies or through passive royalty-based models. metaMart earns transaction fees for
all of these types of transactions. Additional marketplace revenues come from selling anonymized
audience intelligence services to enterprises and other marketplace data buyers using differential
privacy processes that guarantee anonymity to metaMe customers.

7.1.2 Licensing Revenues
Secondary revenues come from licensing fees for helping brands and enterprises set up their own
branded metaKoin sub marketplaces within metaMart. metaMe also has 'sell through' licensing
models where white label ‘Powered by metaMe’ solutions can be provided to third parties such as
banks for example who can provide data trading services between their retail customers and
corporate clients. In these scenarios metaMe would earn licensing and ongoing transaction fees.

7.1.3 Consulting Revenues
Tertiary revenues come from providing consulting services to enterprises for developing enterprise
grade extensions and solutions that integrate metaMe with CRM and other corporate personal data
management systems. Consulting revenues will also come from helping brands innovate to develop
new experiences around Clean Data, i.e. consented, self-sovereign crypto data. This could also
involve fees for mPod, PodBot micro service and PodApp decentralized app design and maintenance
for enterprises, start-ups and other ecosystem stakeholders. Furthermore, additional consulting
fees may come from helping brands develop AI interfaces that can work with our platform’s
collective AI, which will be the foundation of individualized AI that we provide to our customers.

7.1.4 Network & Ecosystem Revenues
There are further revenues that will be earned from the flow of metaPods from individuals within
the metaMe network to partner and affiliate networks and services that have adopted the mPod
Protocol. In this context there would be transaction fee revenues that would be generated and shared
between the destination service and metaMe that would be negotiated between such third parties
and metaMe. This type of transaction would not necessarily happen within the metaMart
marketplace. There is also a layer of network economics which potentially could lead to further
revenues particularly around network maintenance and crypto economic incentive management.

1

See Definitions for Data Refiners & Traders in section 7.6 on page 29
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7.2 Prospect Conversion

metaMe converts prospects to qualified, acquired and loyal customers.

Initial mPod data acquisition tactics involve brands making offers to targeted audiences to share
datasets that enable them to qualify which audience profiles are suitable high potential prospects.
Such offers would typically be made anonymously providing end customers with the opportunity to
opt into engagements with the brands if they so wish or to reject them if they don’t without any
exposure. Should they accept this offer then their data would typically be shared with brands in a
pseudonymous manner at this stage. Potential prospects are then sent offers that enable them to be
acquired as customers. This will usually be the first step at which identifiable data is collected and
can incorporate offers to buy products and services at preferential prices. The final stage in this cycle
is acquiring data that enables brands to enrich their customer’s experiences and retain their loyalty.

Brands qualify and acquire customers then deepen customer loyalty
Qualifying, Acquiring and Retaining Customers
Qualify Customers

Provide data sharing incentives to
potential customers to share
information that can be used to
qualify if they are in fact high
prospect/ interested customers

Acquire Customers

Provide special offers for products and
services to qualified high prospects with
incentives that reward their purchases
and encourage them to share contact
information.

Enrich Customer Relations

Provide offers and incentives to customers
that enable the brand to better understand
and service the customer’s needs and
build deeper loyalty between customers
and the brand.

With metaMe customer acquisition costs can be significantly reduced and the customer lifetime
value considerably improved by enabling high levels of hyper-personalization, customization,
customer insight and cross selling vertically and across networks of affiliate partners.
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mPods deepen customer dialogue and engagement

Move from potential customers to qualified, acquired & loyal ones
Potential
Market
Target
Market
In-vehicle
Services
Accessible
Market

Qualify
Qualify
Qualify

STAGE 1 OFFERS TO
QUALIFY CUSTOMERS
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Enrich
Acquire

Acquire

Qualify

Qualify

STAGE 2 OFFERS TO
ACQUIRE CUSTOMERS
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STAGE 3 OFFERS TO
RETAIN CUSTOMERS

The example for a Freemium video gaming publisher below is an example of how the mechanics of
qualifying, acquiring and retaining customer can more effectively be enabled by metaMe offers.
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mPods Freemium Video Game Publisher Flow Example

7.3 A Clean Data Marketplace

metaMart is metaMe’s permissioned, private blockchain enabled, personal data
marketplace with two primary objectives: 1) matching people and their needs
with service providers who can meet those needs, and 2) enabling mutually
beneficial value to be exchanged in the process.

metaMart is a Clean Data Marketplace, meaning businesses and service providers are able to acquire
data from individuals in an ethical and mutually beneficial manner. Data seekers can make offers to
data owners to share mPods with them in exchange for metaKoins along with other products and
services. People receive offers based on relevance to their personal intentions, needs, desires or
interests and can accept or reject them as they wish. metaMart uses legal contracts and smart
contract code to enforce its rules of citizen data ownership, privacy and informed consent in all
transactions it enables. mPods allow data to be isolated, contained and owned. metaMart ensures
that value is fairly and equitably exchanged between entities when providing or consuming data
through mPods. metaMe provides a personalized AI to mediate between individuals and the market,
protecting individuals when aligning them with offers, services and finding mPods related to the
market’s needs and desires. Individualized metaMe AIs also intermediate between their owners and
third-party AIs.

7.4 metaMart

People trade mPods for metaKoins and share mPods with intents to find things they
want. People accept or reject offers to enrich themselves and train their AI.

Entities publish intentions to the metaMart personal data marketplace to buy or sell goods and
services along with corresponding mPods or requests for mPods. mPods are then provided either
anonymously, pseudonymously or identifiably with PII depending on the nature of the intent, its
context, the nature of the transaction and of course the data owner’s consent. metaMart is
underpinned by ethical data principles codified in both smart contract code and smart legal
contracts which combine to provide the marketplace with a smart operating framework.
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7.5 Fair Equitable Data Exchange

metaMart is underpinned by the Ethical Data Standard and principles of Clean
Data ensuring data transactions are fair and equitable.

metaMart is an alternative to the advertising dependent business model of the internet. It enables
people to find services they want, and services to find people who want them, while allowing data
and value to flow between both directly. Advertising is redundant in this model. Service providers
find service seekers by making offers that enables them to efficiently qualify high prospects in
exchange for metaKoins.
Individuals can allow calls to be made on their data via mPods for use in understanding them or for
tailoring offers, services and rewards to their needs using AI and machine learning (ML). Service
seekers publish intentions to buy services along with the data needed to deliver such services in
exchange for metaKoins and tailored offers. Data and value are exchanged between companies and
individuals in a mutually beneficial, ethical and sustainable manner. Registration, authentication,
data storage and authorization for entities (individuals/corporates/devices) is managed by smart
contracts and secured by cryptographic key issuance. Parties with whom data is shared can be
dynamically added or removed via smart contracts at any time during data lifecycles. People can
participate actively, granularly managing which brands they engage and how or passively setting
overall rules that enable recurring passive revenues.

7.6 Self-Mining, Refining and Trading

metaMart has three types of actors: Self-miners, refiners and traders. Refiners
provide algorithms, AI and other data processing services that add value making
the ecosystem modular and compatible with other DLTs. Miners can enrich their
mPods with AI, proprietary and open data. Traders buy and sell data or services.

Self-Miners are end users who aggregate their data from disparate sources into their data vaults.
Refiners are service providers that take raw data from miners in the form of mPods and apply
algorithms or services to this data to analyze, process, validate and otherwise enhance it.
Traders are buyers and sellers of mPods or refined mPod services. Ordinarily individuals move
from being miners to becoming traders who sell mPods to buyers or refiners. Refiners typically buy
raw data from sellers and sell processed data to buyers, who are typically corporations that wish to
buy raw and processed data.
The mPod Protocol is compatible and complementary to other data management solutions and can
be used to bring other solutions into the complete crypto economy. For example, people who need
their identity verified can use Civic, Sovrin or Blockpass to receive attested ID records which they
can add to mPods with other data to share with data seekers. People can use Brave to browse the
web ad free and use mPods to collate their browsing history to share with data seekers as they wish.
People could also use mPods to manage private keys with uPort and mPods could be traded in
Ocean’s marketplaces. metaMe’s model allows multiple data refiners to collaborate across multiple
chains and tokens generating value from data that can be realized in the metaMart and other
marketplaces beyond. Data refiners can generate revenues from selling data processing services to
data owners and data buyers. Data owners and refiners earn rent on their data and services in
metaMart through one of our three models of fixed price, auction and royalty fees.
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Self-Miners, Refiners and Traders
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7.7 metaMe Value Proposition

metaMe enables rich, multi-dimensional data acquisition.

metaMe enables brands to acquire high levels of multi-dimensional, rich personal data directly from
consumers in a cost effective and sustainable manner that not only enables their customer
engagements to be much more personalized and effective but that also engenders high levels of trust.
Traditional data sources are decidedly one dimensional in comparison and are plagued with
regulatory and social challenges.
metaMe will enable brands to align their loyalty programs with CRM initiatives and the increasingly
vibrant consumer crypto-economy. This combining of rich, multi-dimensional personal data with
rewards and customer loyalty represents a new opportunity to build relationships with customers
that may yield higher levels of customer loyalty than previously possible. This is done in a low risk,
value adding manner through use of high levels of personalization and customization to both sell to
customers directly in ways that do not interfere with current distribution relationships and that can
leverage the wealth of a brand’s affiliate network to delight customers and develop loyalty.
On the customer side, metaMe removes the need for an advertising dependent internet and enables
people to receive compelling hyper-personalized services they value in a quick, frictionless manner
at better than market prices while also providing them with a means to control, profit and learn
from their data directly.
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7.8 metaMe Traction to Date

A complete front-end web application has been built and tested in pilots with UK
video gamers, in partnership with a major card payment scheme. A blockchain
back end proof of concept is in development.

A fully functioning prototype metaMe product has been completed and successfully tested in a
closed pilot with one of the global payment card scheme providers. It will be released as an Alpha
product in April. The prototype web application includes an end user application, a business data
buyer application and an admin application to oversee the publishing of mPods and offers between
businesses and individuals. It currently runs off a fiat currency model where brands can buy points
via PayPal. They award points to end users who share mPods with them and can in turn convert
points back to cash through PayPal. A Web 3.0 backend is currently in development that will
integrate blockchain into the current prototype with decentralized data stores for individuals,
organizations and devices. Patent applications to protect mPod IP have been filed and are currently
PCT patent pending. This IP will be released as an open source protocol through the metaMe project.

metaMe Prototype Web App

metame: Your personal A.I. & key to crypto-economic inclusion
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metame

8. metaMe’s Economics
8.1 metaMe’s Commercial Model

With metaMe, brands can qualify, acquire and deepen customer relations and
incentivize people to move from being anonymous prospects to loyal customers.

metaMe’s revenues come from charging business transaction fees when purchasing mPods from
individuals and charging licensing fees for providing metaMe extensions to enterprise CRM and
DMP systems. Transaction fees can also be generated via ‘sell through’ partnerships with enterprise
clients who provide metaMe directly to their customers and affiliate partners via white label and
‘powered by metaMe’ solutions. Additional licensing and transaction revenues are generated from
providing brands with a platform for creating Branded Koins to integrate into their loyalty schemes.
Individuals will be able to sell mPods in the metaMart though three models: Fixed Price, Auction
and Royalty Payments. Initially most transactions will be fixed price payments. These will evolve to
accommodate auction pricing using real time bidding and crypto auction technologies. metaMe will
additionally generate revenues from selling aggregated audience intelligence to brands of customers
who opt into such services using varied differential privacy processes to preserve anonymity.
Proceeds from this service will be shared with subscribers who opt into this passive revenue stream.

8.2 Anonymous, Pseudonymous and Identified Behavior
Economics

A protocol capable of underpinning the data economy holistically must enable
robust anonymous, pseudonymous and identified data sharing. True privacy by
design requires anonymity by default. Businesses need to employ ethical behavior
economics to incentivize people to share identifiable data accordingly.

Minimized data sharing requires that person identifying information is shared only when necessary.
The logical conclusion of this is that private by design systems with minimized data sharing rules
require data subjects to be anonymized by default. Identity data should only be collected, with
consent, when the business task to be performed requires it. Anonymous data is less useful and
typically commands less value than pseudonymous or identified data. This provides a framework to
incentivize people to share pseudonymous or identified mPods and for businesses to reward people
for doing so accordingly. The more personal and non-fungible data is, the greater its value. Data
seekers must be required to appropriately reward people to transition from anonymous to
pseudonymous and identified engagements based on the nature of the data shared and context of
its use. Importantly, anonymity by default could come to represent GDPR compliance by default
and acceptance of incentives for providing personal data may become proof of traceable, informed
consent. This could provide brands with a compelling reason to embrace metaMart and is a
cornerstone of our behaviour and crypto economic models.
On the counter side, metaMe also works to ensure that when people declare information is accurate
that this is also true, i.e. when people present themselves as being identifiable that they are who they
say they are and that this is attestable. As such mPods contain veracity scores as standard metadata
used to rank the verifiability of data contained within them. Value increases with user identifiability,
verifiability, data sensitivity and risk, which is contextually variable. Data buyers and refiners can
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request varying levels of assurances for acquired data and calibrate verification requirements to
their commercial priorities. metaMe’s behavior economics encourages good behavior by all
stakeholders. Clean Data is thus comprehensively consented, accurate and variably verifiable
making it both high grade and highly adaptable.

9. The IF Ecosystem

METAVERSE ECOSYSTEM

Standards Agencies

C.D.C - (Clean Data Charter)

metaMe

E.D.S - (Ethical Data Standard)

metaMart

metaKoins

metaPods
metaPod Protocol
M.E.T.A

metaMart
Participants
OWNERSHIP
The IF
metaMe

M.E.T.A Members

The IF + metaMe
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9.1 TheInternet.Foundation

The IF launched as a charitable unincorporated association in 2013 and has been
a leader in driving changes in personal data law and standards. It is now being
formalized as a Swiss non-profit, non-government organization.

The IF’s is being formally established as a Swiss non-government organization (NGO) to fulfil its
three primary goals of public interest: 1) Establishing universal digital rights as a natural extension
of human rights, 2) Enabling the ethical and sustainable use of personal data in commerce. 3)
Delivering innovations that help people use their data to improve their lives. The IF was the first
organization to call for a Universal Declaration of Digital Rights, ratified by the United Nations as a
natural extension of human rights and it actively campaigns for regulatory changes such as new laws
like GDPR and PSD2. The IF has been a longstanding supporter of self-sovereignty, citizen
empowerment through data and the sustainable use of personal data in commerce. It leads an
initiative to develop an international ethical standard for the use of personal data.

9.2 metaMe Inc

metaMe Inc, a Delaware C Corp and impact enterprise is the IF’s technology
partner and sister commercial organization.

metaMe Inc is the IF’s technology partner responsible for technology development and the
commercialization of metaMe and metaMart. It is a social enterprise dedicated to clean data
innovations and aims to become the world’s most trusted personal data solution provider. metaMe
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Inc plans to lead the personal data market with innovation, ethical commerce and sustainable
business models. metaMe is a metaMe Inc owned product built on the mPod Protocol, distributed
to individuals for free. metaMart is being developed managed and operated by metaMe Inc based
on the IF’s mPod Protocol, Clean Data Charter and Ethical Data Standard, to enable brands to buy
data from individuals in a sustainable manner. The IF will be awarded 5% of metaMe Inc’ annual
revenues to support and further its three mandates.

9.3 The Ethical Data Standard

The IF’s marketplace is underpinned by the Ethical Data Standard (EDS) - an
international standard for the ethical use of data in commerce being crafted
by the IF and the British Standards Institute (BSI).

The EDS is an initiative led by the IF in partnership with the British Standards Institute (BSI) to
establish an international ISO standard for the responsible and ethical use of personal data in
commerce. The standard is centered on the principles of citizen data ownership and personal data
as personal property. As such it goes beyond current international data protection policies. EDS
underpinned by the IF’s Clean Data Charter, based on leading privacy law from around the world
including the 1980 OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of
Personal Data, the EU’s GDPR, Canada’s Digital Privacy Act and the US’s Consumer Bill of Rights.
It is also aligned with the Privacy by Design standard and work by the W3C DID, DIF, OMS, ODI,
EFF, ID3 and ID2020 projects.

Ethical Data Standard Pillars

9.4 metaMart Smart and Legal Contracts

metaMart will be underpinned by a primary smart contract code that mirrors a
mandatory legal contract. All transactions in the marketplace will be subcontracts of this master legal contract and master smart contract code.

The metaMart is a permissioned marketplace built on a private Hyperledger Fabric blockchain. Its
operating model is underpinned by the principles of the Ethical Data Standard which will be codified
into an underlying smart contract which will govern all transactions within the marketplace. All
subsequent micro contracts that operate within the market will be underpinned by the primary
smart contract of metaMart. In addition to the blockchain enforced smart contracts all commercial
actors in the market will also be required to enter into legal contracts with the market requiring
compliance with the market’s Clean Data Charter rules designed to ensure responsible and
sustainable use of personal data. Monetary and data transactions will be logged anonymously and
pseudonymously on integrated public chains subject to compliance, commercial and Ethical Data
Standards parameters.
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9.5 M.E.T.A.

M.E.T.A. is a consortium alliance led by the IF and metaMe Inc to enable
businesses to adopt the mPod Protocol and to accelerate the adoption of ethical data
and AI.

The MetaNet Ethical Technology Alliance (M.E.T.A) is a consortium being established to support
and accelerate the use of ethical data and AI in metaMart specifically and commerce generally.
M.E.T.A is tasked with accelerating the development of the Ethical Data Standard (EDS) by
launching an international PAS (Publicly Available Specification) in partnership with the BSI. From
this a British and then international ISO standard should be developed. In addition, M.E.T.A
members will drive the adoption of the mPod Protocol as an open source framework for creating
and using mPod crypto information assets underpinned by EDS principles. M.E.T.A is currently in
discussion with three of the world’s leading technology consultancies to join the alliance as founding
members.

M.E.T.A – The Metâmart
Ethical Technology Alliance
metaMart Ethical Technology Alliance (M.E.T.A)

M.E.T.A
Member

M.E.T.A
Member

M.E.T.A

metaMart
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M.E.T.A
Member

10. Structure and Governance
10.1 Token and Operations Governance
The IF will be the lead entity responsible for defining the metaPod protocol and will partner with
metaMe Inc, to develop the mPod operating model and technical framework along with the metaMe
platform and metaMart. The IF is responsible for developing regulation, governance, standards and
marketplace policy. These take the form of the Clean Data Charter, The Ethical Data Standard (in
partnership with the BSI) and the mPod Protocol (in partnership with metaMe Inc).
metaMe Inc will be responsible for defining the mPod Protocol’s technical specifications and code.
metaMe Inc will also be the entity in the metaMe ecosystem responsible for commercialization and
product innovation and for interfacing with enterprises and brands. metaMe Inc will be paid by the
IF to develop the mPod software used to provide the metaMe platform and the metaMart
marketplace to end users. The mPod code will be released open source with the mPod Protocol
enabling the creation of mPods and their corresponding intents with details on how to manage entity
identities. metaMe Inc will retain ownership of the metaMe and metaMart code.
The IF will be responsible for ensuring that the metaMart and its metaVerse ecosystem remain
aligned with its Clean Data Charter and Ethical Data Standard. metaMe Inc will be responsible for
ensuring that they remain aligned with its mandate for social entrepreneurialism, market leading
innovation and prosperous, self-sustainability.
In this manner the tensions and interests of investors, users, the IF and metaMe Inc will remain
aligned and balanced in the metaMart and throughout the metaVerse. Though both entities will be
able to advance their individual mandates, opportunities for co-investment likely to have the
greatest positive impact on the metaVerse will be prioritized. Both entities will be chaired and led
by a single individual - Dele Atanda, founder and CEO of both entities.

metaVerse Interests Alignment
Investors | Users
Return on Investment | Value Realization

metâme Labs Ltd

TheInternet.Foundation

Innovation | Commercialization

Governance | Ethics | Standards |Advocacy
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The IF, metaMe Inc and M.E.T.A. Management Boards
The IF Council Seats
metaMe Inc Board Seats
M.E.T.A Board Seats
Total

10.2

The IF Council
4
3
0
7

metaMe Inc Board
1
2
0
3

M.E.T.A Board
3
2
4
9

The IF Sustainability Model

The IF is a non-profit NGO. It generates revenues through token sales, from
donations of 3% of metaMe Inc’ profits and from donations from others.

The IF will generate revenues from selling tokens to businesses and other foundations, who will in
turn use those tokens to buy mPods from individuals. It will also be paid 5% of metaMe Inc’s
revenues annually. metaMe Inc will be paid by The IF to develop the metaMe and metaMart
software. Data buyers pay commission fees for data transactions which will be paid to metaMe Inc
along with all other metaMart revenues. metaMe Inc will also earn revenues from providing
consulting services to businesses, from building enterprise metaVerse services and extensions. The
IF earns revenues form mPod transaction processing fees which are different from marketplace
commissions that metaMe earns for enabling transactions between mPod owners and buyers.

10.3

metaMe Inc Commercial Model

metaMe Inc is an impact enterprise. It generates revenues, from providing
technology and consulting services and from the commercial activities of
metaMe and the metaMart. 5% of its revenues are donated to the IF.

metaMe’s revenues come from all commercial activities of metaMe and metaMart - charging
businesses commission fees for mPod purchases, charging licensing fees for providing metaMe
enterprise extensions and Branded Koins, earning fees for ‘sell through’ partnerships, for providing
consulting services and for building out the metaMe and metaMart services for the IF. 3% of
metaMe’s revenues are paid to the IF as donations to fund its pursuit of its social mandates.
Additionally, metaMe will invest in developing micro services (PodBots) and PodApps designed to
build networks around specific use cases and industries. These may generate additional revenue
streams and P&Ls.
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11. Team
11.1 Management
The IF is led by a team of blockchain, data, AI, Web 3.0 and innovation experts out of London.
Dele Atanda
http://linkedin.com/in/deleatanda
Founder & Executive Chairman | The IF
Founder & Executive Chairman | metaMe Inc Ltd
Chief Digital Innovation Officer Automotive, Aerospace & Defence | IBM
Dele Atanda is a digital visionary and entrepreneur. Atanda is a long-standing advocate of digital
human rights, a cyber expert, a Fintech and crypto-economy theorist and an advocate of using
technology to form a more compassionate, empathetic and human centered world. Supporting this
is his belief that data - and in particular the ethical use of personal data, can transform society and
revolutionize the world. Atanda is a celebrated innovator having led digital for some of the world's
biggest brands and built enterprise solutions for FTSE 10 and Fortune 100 companies that have
become the gold standards for engagement within their sectors. He led IBM’s Automotive,
Aerospace and Defence Centre of Competence as Chief Digital Innovation Officer. He is a thought
leader on digital culture, and web 3.0 technologies and their impact on society notably with his bestselling Digitterian Tsunami: Web 3.0 and the Rise of the N.E.O Citizen published in 2012.
Shyam Duraiswami, BEng, MSc
http://linkedin.com/in/shyam-durai
Chief Technology Officer | metaMe Inc / The IF
Cognitive Manufacturing & Digital Ops Architect | IBM

Shyam is a skilled Enterprise Architect with over a decade of experience in technologies and systems
that enable product design, manufacturing and digital operations. Beginning as a developer in the
world of rapid design cycles of the Formula 1 industry he cut his teeth in product data management
and systems integration. Subsequently he progressed to architecting complex transformation
programs in Auto, Aerospace & Defence as well as Retail. Passionate about applicable emerging
technology, he sensed the Cambrian explosion of innovation in the consumer world due to
connected products, cloud and mobile. As such his career shifted from product design to cognitive
manufacturing, IoT, Analytics, AI and decentralized architecture with a particular focus on
Distributed Ledger Technologies. Shyam regularly works with startups, corporate research teams
on developing products roadmaps and business models that leverage the web 3.0 architecture and
is a public speaker on Blockchain in Manufacturing and Mobility ecosystems.
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Peter Bidewell
http://linkedin.com/in/peterbidewell
Chief Marketing Officer | metaMe Inc / The IF
Blockchain Technology Advisory Consultant | Accenture
Ex Chief Marketing Officer | Applied Blockchain
Peter is a recognized blockchain thought leader. In addition to leading the Marketing Strategy for
The IF, Peter is a Blockchain Technology Advisory Consultant at Accenture where he advises
Fortune 100 clients on the strategic implementation of blockchain solutions that are secure, scalable
and fit for enterprise use. Previously, Peter was CMO and Head of Business Development for
Applied Blockchain, a blockchain solutions development and consulting firm, focused exclusively
on distributed ledger technology and listed by Gartner as a Global Top 20 Blockchain Development
and Consulting Firm 2017. Applied Blockchain developed blockchain solutions for Shell, IBM et alia.

Michael Holstein

http:// linkedin.com/in/michael-holstein-a586404
Chief Revenue Officer | metaMe
Coin routes | Magma ATS | Citi | JP Morgan

Michael has managed sales teams for SaaS and marketing tech business for over 15 years. At Lava Tech his
team successfully exited via a sale to Citi Bank for $350M to. Since Michael has gone on to work as Chief
Revenue Officer to a handful of blockchain and crypto currency projects and is seasoned in building strong
sales teams and a pipeline of enterprise customers.

Dr. Samantha Nazareth, MD, FACG

http:// linkedin.com/in/samanthanazareth
Chief Medical Officer | metaMe
Brown | Cornell | Columbia | CNN | US News | Huffington Post

Dr Samantha Nazareth, is double board-certified in Internal Medicine and Gastroenterology/Hepatology,
practicing in New York City. Trained at top institutions (Brown, Cornell and Columbia), Samantha is also a
noted researcher, writer and speaker on nutrition, wellness and the microbiome. Her work has been featured
on CNN, Huffington Post, US News and World Report, Bustle, POPSUGAR, Shape and Reader’s Digest, to
name a few. She is also a medical advisory board member for Women’s Health Magazine. As metaMe’s Chief
Medical Officer, Dr Nazareth is deeply invested in using technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), big data,
and all of the -omics (genomics, metabolomics, proteomics) to peel away some of the mysteries of health, so
therapies can become individualized and personalized.
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11.2 Advisory Board
John Edge, Chairman Identity 2020, Chairman EQI, Fellow MIT

John is passionate about creating and promoting breakthrough business
models in the digital economy and financial services, leading to value
creation for individuals, investors and the greater society. He chairs
ID2020 which has been established to accelerate digital identity as the
transformational system which can ensure every person on the planet has
access to a unique digital identity as part of their basic human rights.

Jesse Lund, Vice President Blockchain & Digital Currencies, IBM
Jesse Lund is a big thinker, rueful banker and major blockchain
champion. Jesse is Global Head of Blockchain market development,
digital currency strategy, solutions engineering, and client engagement
for banking and financial services for IBM. Actively advancing the
commercialization of Distributed Ledger Technology to promote social
good and transform the world.

Dr Alex Cahana, Healthcare and Biotech Lead, Genesis Block
Alex has over 25 years experience in clinical medicine he consults multiple
private and public companies, start-ups and healthcare organizations on
blockchain technology, digiceutical integration and healthcare redesign. He
is a Subject Matter Expert for the UN/CEFACT committee, Department of
Defense, VA, the NFL Players Association and is an Affiliate Professor in
Science, Technology and Health Studies, University of Washington
Derek Wyatt, Ex Member of Parliament, Founder Oxford Institute
Derek Wyatt led the British House of Commons All Party Internet Group
from 1997 to 2007 as MP and chairman from 1997 – 2010. In 2007 he led
its merger with mobile and communications to become the All Party
Communications Group for which he is now co-Chairman with John
Robertson MP. Derek has been involved with many pioneering internet
businesses and is a veteran in shaping internet policy in the UK and UN.

11.2 TGE Partners
metaMe has a strong team of partners assisting with compliance, marketing, economics,
public relations and accounting.
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13.3

Risk Factors

There are certain risks associated with blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, including
purchase, holding and use of metaKoins. These risks are listed, but not limited to those, below:
•

Property rights: due to a potential lack of originality of the entire software and the character
of the metaKoins, there may be no title of ownership in the metaKoins.

•

Blockchain: the smart contract, the underlying software application and the software platform
is still in an early development stage. There is no guarantee that the process of creating metaMe
will be uninterrupted or error-free and there is an inherent risk that the software could contain
weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs.

•

Regulatory risks: it is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or
introduce new regulations addressing, blockchain technology-based applications which may
result in substantial modifications of metaMe, including its termination and the loss of
metaKoins.

•

Lack of success: the creation of metaKoins and development of metaMe may be abandoned
for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of
commercial success or prospects. There is no assurance that, even if metaMe is partially or fully
developed and launched, the participant will receive any benefits through metaKoins held by
him.

•

Loss of private key: metaKoins can only be accessed with private key or password. If the
private key or password is lost or stolen, the metaKoins associated with the participant’s account
will be unrecoverable and will be permanently lost.

•

Theft/hacks: the smart contact, the website, the underlying software application and software
platform may be exposed to attacks by hackers or other individuals that could result in theft of
loss of metaKoins or other financial support which may impact the ability to develop metaMe.

•

Depreciation: no market liquidity may be guaranteed for the metaKoins and the value of
metaKoins over time may experience extreme volatility or depreciation.

•

Forking: somebody may take our software and modify it to accept different cryptocurrency
which could substantially devalue metaKoins.
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13.4

Disclaimer

This white paper has been prepared by The Internet Foundation and metaMe Inc (the
“Distributor”). The information contained in this white paper and accompanying materials is for
information only and does not constitute a contract between you and the Distributor.
metaKoin is a crypto currency and is not intended to constitute a deposit, share, debenture, bond,
warrant, unit in a collective scheme, option, future, contract for difference, or any other security or
certificate representing any other type of transferrable security or controlled investment. This white
paper is therefore not intended to constitute an offer to the public of securities or an invitation to
the public to invest in securities and does not constitute a prospectus, financial promotion or offer
document of any sort in any jurisdiction.
Prospective acquirers of metaKoin should carefully consider information provided in this document
and evaluate the risks and uncertainties associated with crypto currencies and the Krypto Coin ICO.
This white paper is not meant to be used in replacement of professional advice and the participants
are encouraged to seek independent financial advice before making a decision to purchase
metaKoin.
Some of the statements in this white paper include forward-looking statements which reflect the
Distributor’s current view with respect to financial performance, business strategy and future plans.
All forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties and those matters could actually
differ materially.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved the contents of this white paper. Whilst the
Distributor has drafted this paper in the honest belief of the truth of the facts stated, neither the
Distributor or any of their respective affiliates, representatives or advisers warrant the completeness
or accuracy of the content of the white paper and the accompanying materials. Accordingly, the
Distributor, its affiliates, representatives or advisers expressly exclude any liability for any direct or
consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on
any information contained in this document.
Neither Distributors, nor any of their respective affiliates, representatives or advisors are under any
obligation to update, supplement or correct this white paper and accompanying materials in any
respect, or otherwise to provide any participant or reader of these materials with access to additional
information.
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metaMe Glossary
In alphabetical order:
Branded Koins: Branded metaKoins with additional benefits provided by brands.
BSI: British Standards Institute
Clean Data: Data that is authorized, consented and is acquired in fair and ethical ways
Clean Data Charter: The Clean Data operating rules of the IF, metaMe and metaMart
Crypto Data: Data that is minimized, contained and encrypted
Crypto Economy: Combined economy of crypto assets: crypto currencies plus crypto data
Digital Alchemy: metaMe’s atomic approach to self-sovereignty, self-enrichment and flow
metaMe Inc – UK Limited Liability Company and Social Enterprise
DID: Decentralized Identifiers - W3C identifier for verifiable, "self-sovereign" digital identity
DIF: Decentralised Identity Foundation
Dirty Data: Data acquired unethically without subject’s knowledge consent or permission
Digital Self/Twin: All activities of a person’s mental and physical selves captured digitally
EFF: Electronic Frontier Foundation
Ethical Data Standard: International standard for ethical use of data in commerce
GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation
Intents: Intentions declared by entities
metaKoins: Crypto Currency of metaMe the context in which businesses and their customers
collect, share and use data will change which may be created at some point in the future
Master Chains: Interoperability gateway solutions at risk of becoming master blockchains
metaMart: Data marketplace where mPods are traded for metaKoin, products and services
metaMe: Data and AI DApp where mPods are created, managed, shared and traded
metaMe Inc: Commercial arm of metaMe tasked with innovation and commercialisation
metaMovement: Groundswell movement for self-sovereign clean data adoptions
metaVault: Data vault at the core of metaMe where atomized data records are stored
metaVerse: Ecosystem of metaMe, metaMart, partners, affiliates & mPod compliant DApps
metaWallet: Wallet within metaMe enabling people to earn, buy and spend metaKoins
Minimum Data: The minimum data required to complete a tasks
mPods: New non-fungible crypto information assets
mPod Clusters: Clusters of mPods that are grouped together to complete tasks.
Offers: A binding promise from data seekers to provide benefits to data owners for mPods
Personalised AI: An individualized AI that is a unique and tailored to each end customer
PII: Personally Identifiable Information
Pipe Solutions: Solutions focused on secure connections and information flows lacking granular
controls that do not place substantial cognitive load on end customers
PodApps: DApps that use mPods and or a combination of PodBots
PodBots: Micro bot services that use mPods
Point Solutions: Solutions narrow in scope focused on solving specific narrow problems
Records: The lowest units of data in the mPod protocol
Refining: Processing personal data to increase its value or utility
Self-Enrichment: Enriching one’s data with other data, algorithms and insights
Self-Flow: Use of AI and mPods to deliver compelling personalised services seamlessly
Self-Mining: Process of aggregating one’s data from multiple sources into one’s metaVault
Self-Sovereignty: Self-ownership, reliance, dependence and control over one’s data
Smart Assets: Digital assets that can be programmable to behave in predefined ways
Smart Data: Data that is programmable to behave in predefined ways
The IF: The Internet Foundation – A Swiss NGO and Social Purpose Foundation
Two-Dimensional SCs: Asset and network anchored smart contracts that only enable data to flow
between both when both meet minimum threshold level criteria required by each
Two-Dimensional UI: Identifiability and data sensitivity as the two factors needed to use mPods
Trading: Buying or selling mPods in marketplaces
W3C: World Wide Web Consortium
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